Chapter 9
Technical Implementation and Feasibility
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Abstract This chapter provides application developers with a presentation of the implemented reference implementation of the ABC4Trust architecture and protocols as well as a presentation on how to get started using the reference implementation. The reference implementation includes the ABC-Engines of the different entities, namely the User, Issuer, Verifier, Inspector, and Revocation Authority, and the smart card implementation for the User. This chapter also presents results of a perturbation analysis of the reference implementation. Even though the ABC4Trust focused on a server-desktop environment, we have done some proof of concept implementations and analysis of the feasibility of using smart phones for the user side of a Privacy-ABC setup; these results are also presented in this chapter.

This chapter will give an introduction and an overview of the reference implementation, including an introduction to a number of issues related to the reference implementation. It will however, not necessarily be exhaustive, i.e., in most of the cases further reading is required to get a complete understanding of the issue at hand. The presentation will start of by giving an explanation of the source code itself. This includes instructions on how to obtain and build the reference implementation, how
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9.1 The Reference Implementation

In the ABC4Trust project a reference implementation [BBE+14] of a Privacy-ABC scheme has been implemented realizing the architecture demonstrated in Figure 9.1 and described in Chapter 2. The reference implementation has been used in the pilots of the ABC4Trust project, and has been made public available for others to use, as described in the next section. The reader is also referred to [BBE+14] for a description of the final reference implementation of the ABC4Trust project.